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Introduction

1. The inductive method of investigation, as a procedure from the

particular to the general, is the strategy of choice employed by

the United Nations Economic Coauaission for Africa (joint ECA/~
UNCTC unit on Transnational Corporations) in its programme of
inquiry into the phenomenon of burgeoning transnationalization
and its effects on broad issues of development and underdeve-

lopment. Towards that end, a series of case studies have been

undertaken on the activities of transnational corporations in
different African countries.

2. in addition to spotlighting trends in the structure of export

trade'and overdependence on the export of primary commodities,
this summary of integrated o&&e studies highlights the activities

of transnational corporations in the export trade of selected
primary commodities with reference to sample African countries:
bananas (Cote d'lvoire, Cameroon, Somalia), sugar (Zimbabwe),

coffee (Burundi), tea (Kenya), tobacco (Kenya, Zimbabwe), cotton

(Sudan, Tanzania), and hard wood (Cote d'lvoire).

Trends in tha structure of comacfiity export

3. For nearly a decade and half from 1970 to 1984, the aggregate

value of global exports, covering 182 commodity groups at the

3-digit level of SITC (Standard International Trade Classifica
tion) , posted a six-fold increase, at an average annual growth

rate of 15.6 percent, from US$ 310.2 billion in 1970 to an
average of US$ 1,850.2 billion for the period 1983-84. Over the

same period, the relative share of developed market economies
registered a decline of just over 7 percent from 71.72 percent

(US$i 222.5 billion) in 1970 to 64.43 percent (US$ 1,192.1 bil
lion) in 1963-84. On the other hand, developing market economies
scored a gain of about 6.5 percent from a little over 18 percent

(US$ 56.9 billion) in 1970 to just under 25 percent (US$ 458.8

billion) in 1983-84. The redistribution of the relative share of

world exports between developed market economies and developing
countries, in favour of the latter, does not seem to tally with
the general economic conditions of these countries.

4. But before cheering about trends based on highly aggregated

figures, the internal structure of the universe of 182 com

modities making up the whole group merits a closer scrutiny.
The apparent gain in the aggregate proportion of world export

value accruing to developing market economies may be tentatively

attributed to two main factorss principally, structural shift in
the economies of some developing countries towards greater
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industrialization, notably, newly emerging industrial countries

of the Pacific Rim and subordinately, increase in the supply of

primary commodities in response to general downward trends in

their prices on the world market.

5. The relative share of export value accruing to all export

commodities registered a general decline. Ovtr a period of

fifteen years, the relative share of 130 commodity groups

declined, 12 groups remained unchanged, and 40 commodity groups

gained in share. The set of commodities whose share fell in the

structure of world exports includes virtually all food and non

food primary agricultural commodities. All selected primary

commodities spotlighted here, without exception, experienced a
decrease of relative share during the period under review.

Between 1970 and 1984, among food commodities, the relative share

of fresh.fruits (051) dropped from 0.80 percent to 0*49 percent,

sugaiTlind honey from .88 percent to 0.59 percent, coffee from
1.02 percent to 0.59 percent, cocoa from 0.36 percent to 0.20

percent, tea and mate from 0.20 percent to 0.10 percent, hard

wood from 0.59 percent in 1970 to 0.26 percent in 1984 and the

share of cotton declined from 0.80 percent in 1970 to 0.35

percent in 1984.

6. Manufactured goods in general were the net gainers in the

shifting structure of global export trade. The first top ranking

ten export commodities, from mostly petroleum and manufacturing

industries forming the core of these groups, claimed more than

40 percent of the aggregate value of world exports in 1984. At

the level of the leading 20 commodities, the figure tops 50

percent of the value of all commodities exported world wide.

7. On the basis of average figures for 1983-84, with a sizable

share of about one-fifth in the total value of world commodity
exports going to petroleum and gas products, it is no wonder that

four of the top five (Exxon Corporation, Royal Dutch-Shell Group,

Mobil Corporation, British Petroleum) and six of the top ten

(Texaco, Inc., Chevron, included) largest transnational corpora

tions, among a total roster of 600 from mining and manufacturing
industries, are petro-giants, according to ranking by UNCTC based
on 1985 revenue.

Overdepen&ence on primary commodity export

8. While trends in the structure of world export trade reflect
an ever diminishing slice of the trade pie being apportioned to

primary commodities, there has not been any letup in the massive

reliance of developing countries on primary commodities as the

source of international liquidity. In terms of the share of

Page 4
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primary commodities in the total export basket, the scale of
dependence on the export of primary commodities varies dramati
cally among economic regions and individual countries, according
to UMCTAD figures for 1986 on the Phare of primary commodities
(excluding fuels) in all merchandise export value by economic

regions and countries.

9. Among twenty-five countries from developed market economies,
only in the case of four does the share of primary commodities
exceed half of total export value. In sharp contrast, excluding
exporters of fuels (petroleum, gas, coal), 95 developing
countries—37 of them from Africa—rely on primary commodities
for more than half of their export earnings. Extreme cases of
dependence on primary commodity export as the sole source—100
percent—-of foreign exchange earnings include 11 African
countries."The level of dependence on primary commodities in the
range of 75-99 percent includes 18 African countries.

Primary commodities contribute between 50 and 75 percent
total export value of 8 countries- Notable among Afric.

for whom the contribution of other primary commodity
lading fuels) is less than half of total export earnings are

ncipal oil exporters.

10

the

countrie

(ekcl

prl

11 Countries whose dependence on primary commodities for export
is negligible fail into three broad classes: those with neither
an industrial nor a resource base, industrialized countries with
abundant resource endowment, and those possessing a strong
industrial base even if not blessed with generous natural
resources. Japan and Dj ibouti, each with hardly any primary
coamoditles in their export packages, exemplify the two extreme

ca+es.

12. Over and above risk associated with dependence on primary
commodities as a whole, the position of some African countries
is further aggravated by vulnerability to putting all their eggs
in one basketT A tally of about 30 commodity groups, in which the
contribution of individual African countries to world export
exceeded one percent in 1986, reveals extreme dependence on one

primary coiraaodity * A single primary commodity contributes from
one-quarter to one-half of total export earnings of twenty coun

tries from Africa. Although export diversification signifies much
snore than a linear summation of the number of commodities sold,
the number of commodities, at the level of more than one pf
percent of world trade, exported by a country serves as a rotr1
indicator of a modest degree of export diversification.

Page 5
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corporations ia tradla

13. Developed market economies provide the overwhelming share of

the import markets for primary coitmodities exported from develop

ing countries and serve ^ the home base of giant transnational

corporations dominating world trade. Estimates run up to 90

percent for exports associated with transnational corporations

from the United States and the United Kingdom. Transnational

corporations based in the United States alone handle more than

three-quarters of the exports and about one-half of the imports.

But the dominance of transnational corporations in export trade

of primary commodities from developing countries is only sur

passed by their supremacy over processing and marketing.

14. Whereas the involvement of transnational corporations in
export trade is generally dominant In the esses of bananas

(Somalia, Cameroon), Zimbabwe (sugar, tobacco), Kenya (tea), Cote

dr Xvoire (hard wood) the intensity varies among countries and

coinmodities. With the exception of tobacco grown in Kenya to

satisfy strictly demand from the cigarette manufacturing sub

sidiary of RftT, the selected commodities are export oriented.

Prior to 1974, tobacco for cigarettes manufactured in Kenya by

BAT was imported from neighboring countries. These countries also

play host to cigarette manufacturing and tobacco trading affi

liates of BAT, which renders them potential hostages to a closed

system of intra-firm transactions susceptible to transfer pric
ing.

15. Without the leverage of producers1 association as in Zimbabwe

or som© form of regulatory intervention by the Kenya government

to ensure that the price paid to tobacco growers reflects a fair

value, the atomized tobacco farmers of about 9000 are reduced to

being price takers in the light of the monopsonistic market power

of BAT Kenya Ltd.

16. The Cotton Marketing Corporation has been the.sole exporter

of cotton from the Sudan since the nationalisation of all foreign

affiliated firms hitherto dominating cotton exports from the

country. In addition to acting as a regulatory and service agency

for the cotton industry, the Tanzanien Cotton Authority also

fills the role of a cotton selling agent on behalf of farmers.

Subsidiaries of transnational corporations account for all the
cotton exported from Tanzania.

17. The government of Burundi exercises exclusive control over

coffee trade through the Burundi Bureau of Industrial Crops for

domestic trade and Burundi Coffee Company for export. Prior to

the formation of the Burundi Coffee Company in late 1970s, coffee
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export from Burundi was dominated

fron Belgium. The government took

Coffee Company after Initial

foreign by affiliated, firms
tell control of the Burundi

equity participation by foreicnit

18 - COBAFRUIt (Cooperative Bananiere el ■ j tj ere de

is a marketing cooperative of banana growers with
ive rights over banana export. About 90 percent of . the

!S exported by the cooperative i» supplied by larae scale
fanners making up the membership of OCF (firctanisa"

19

Son I
SGM&LFRDIT, a jointly-owne^ company by the Government of
Ria (40 percent) and ■ fiBSBEa-toJIasJai of Italy (60 percent)
[be sole exporter of bananas from the country. Bananas
■ted, by SOMALFKUIT are obtained from company plantation and

sociate producers over whose activities the "buyer exercises
■laerable influence and control designed to promote supply
ability and product quality-

expor

Among the countries sampled here the* market power of trans-
Lonal corporations is most concentrated in Zimbabwe, fcr.glo-jj
rxcan Corporation of South Africa through a wholly-owned
ling subsidiary (Sugar Sales (Pvt) Ltd.) wields monopoly power
r the export of raw sugar. The market power of Anglo-American
.urtner enhanced through vertical integration with saga]

production. Tate & Lyle through a refining subsidiary (Zimbabwe
Sugar Refineries; controls fully <ioxKestic and export trade of
refined sugar. Although the comparison may foe unfair, considering
Zimbabwe's short period of existence as a sovereign state, the
Hegemony of transnational corporations in the sugar industry of
the country contrasts sharply with those of other developing

from whose turfs transnational corporations hal

21. 1-h.B market poorer of transnational corporations in the tobaccJ
xndustry of Zimbabwe is only surpassed' by those in the sua&r
xnuUstry here and the tobacco industry in Kenya, The principal
groujps waking up the tobacco industry of Zinfcabwe " are the
Zimhjabve Tobacco Association consisting of tobacco fanners the
Tobafcco Marketing Boara as a government regulatory agency, and
foreign affiliated firms controlling tobacco manufacturing and
expotrt. Among half a dozen, foreign affiliated firms exporting
tobacco from Zimbabwe, the subsidiaries of BAT and Sotnmans Pall
Mall account for a major share.

22. .While the dominance of transnational corporations in tea
production has been substantially curtailed by the rapid growth
of the smallholder group organized under the Kenya Tea Develop!

authority, transnational corporations continue to dominate

Page
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export. In addition to supplies from their own producing sub

sidiaries accounting for a major share of tea produced in Kenya,

producing and/or trading companies fill the roster of principal

tea exporters, inciuainy notables iikb oi'ooke Bond, Lipton, Jamas

Finlay, Lyo ;3-T@tXeyr Wholesale Cooperative Society, Van Re&s*
and stansand.

23. The government and foreign affiliated firms participate in

the export of bananas from Cameroon and hardwood from Cote df-

Ivoire, About 90 percent of the bananas produced in Cameroon is
exported, distributed about half and half between the Cameroon

Development Corporation and foreign affiliated companies.

Subsidiaries of foreign companies engaged in banana export from

Cameroon include those with integrated operations in plantation,
buying agents, integrated shippers and sales brokers. The joint
venture^, between Cameroon Development Corporation and Delmonte

Tropical Fruit Co, for the development of additional 3000
hectares is expected to export 45000 tons annually to preferen
tial markets of France and West Europe.

24. Logging, primary and secondary processing, and export trade
make up the principal activities of the wood industry of Cote
d'lvoira. Among more than 700 business entities active in the

sector, 61 foreign affiliated firms account for a dominant share

of the activities with most of them acting as buying agents of

parent companies based in France, U.K. and Federal Republic of

Germany. As part of government policy designed to promote new

species of tx*ees f the government of Cote d • Ivcire is directly
engaged in wood export through bilateral agreements with coun
tries where foreign subsidiaries exporting wood are not represen
ted. A third-country clause prohibits foreign subsidiaries hosted
by Cote d•Ivoire from re-exporting wood originating in Cote
d *Ivoire.

Local Processing

25. Through its refining and marketing subsidiaries, Sugar

Refineries and Sugar Distributors, Tate & Lyle exercises monopoly
power over the local market for refined sugar. Although the

target market for refined sugar is the local consumer, a portion

of refined sugar is exported to some neighboring countries like
Botswana through contractual arrangements.

26. Earlier to 1974, Brooke Bond exercised monopoly power over

tea manufacturing and distribution on the local market through
the *pool arrangement' subscribed to by all tea factories. The

Kenya Tea Development Authority engineered the break up of the

arrangement to wrest control of the local market from Brook Bond

Page 8
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til© formation of Kenya Tea 'Packers in its place. Kenya Tea

sre has exclusive rights for the processing and marketing of
on the local market. All tea factories are required by .
deliver a fixed percent of hulk tea to Kenya Packers

xsfv the domestic market.saxx

2T|. The forced withdrawal of Brooke Bond irom tea iaa&ufacturj
fair the local market in Kenya contrasts sharply with B&T j&onopc
o\fer cigarette manufacturing for domestic ■ consumption. . BAT

entered the East African marKet a© the sole cigarette iisporter
at the turn of the century,, and in mid-1950s esbairked upon local
processing by acquiring 'a competing firm, that threatened its
Monopoly position with' import. substituting cigarette manufac

turing. In Zimbabwe BAT employed a similar strategy of entry as

a [trader and subsequent integration with cigarette manufacturing.
Ir. Zimbabwe the manufacture of cigarette© for the local market
U- sWred, about evenly, by a duopoly of BAT and Rothmans. About
tlree percent of the tobacco produced in Zimbabwe is manufactured

ito cigarettes for domestic consumption.

Textile is processed in the Sudan and Tanzania principally

for the local market by private and public local firm© with some
participation from foreign affiliated companies, Among nineteenpp g

tixtile factories known to exist in the Sudan, seven are state
d, twe are foreign affiliated, and the rest private outfits.

The takeover of Sudanese-American Textile Mill by Gulf interna
tional, a transnational corporation's with a home base in Kuwait,

an American firm was precipitated by problems of insolvency

fiicing the factory at the tiare, Juiaeira, a wholly-owned company
by investors from Dubai, is engaged in the production of yarn for
export to Europe. The involvement of transnational corporations

i$ textile processing also assumes the fora of non-equity par
ticipation* ' Companies from the United Kingdom (Tootal), Japanip p
(Qtosho Kematsu), and Pakistan

through management contracts.

g

run some of the textile factories

2j. Although the Sudan has some potentials to export cotton-based

textiles goods, the country .is a net importer. Some factors

conducive to the manufacture of textile for export include abun
dant supply of cotton, redistribution of textile processing
capacity from developed raarlc«t economies to developing countries
ip recent years—notably,, the Far East—and marketing outlets
provided by transnational department stores and established brand

names through arrangement of contractual supply. But the pros
pects are dimmed by protectionist tendencies against textile
imports from developing countries,, the emergence of man-made

fillers as close substitutes far cotton, and the capacity of the
Sudan to fcs a reliable source of supply at competitive price on

the world market, given, the perennial problem of intermittency
and unreliability of basic utilities like electricity and water,

Fsge 9
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30. The four textile mills in Tanzania consist of the Friendship

Textile Millf built with Chinese assistance in isi&~196Gs, one

private local plant, and two foreign affiliated firms. The

government reportedly acquired 30-56 percent shares in all

private textile stills. About 30 percent of the cotton produced

in Tanzania is processed by the four mills.

Summary and qonclwsicm*

31. The case studies confirm the continued dominance of transna
tional corporations in the export trade of primary agricultural

commodities frosa African countries. The. involvement of some

countries in export activities hardly transcends marginal

intermediation and a peripheral regulatory role to influence

appreciably the structure of distribution of gains between

trading foreign subsidiaries and commodity producers.

32* The distribution of relative share among commodities enter

ing international trade is comparable to a zero-sum game; the

loss of one commodity group means the gain of another commodity

group. In the shifting structure of international trade among

expert commodities, the trend points to a broad group of manufac

tured goods, asachinsry and equipment gaining at the expense of

primary commodities.

33. The distribution of relative share among commodities based

on export value, while serving as a rough indicator of general

trends , tends to understate grossly the level of magnitude in

terms of final consumer price. Although the transnational

corporation is saare aptly the base than the superstructure in

.international tr&de arrangements, when the weight of these

pervasive concerns is superimposed on the redistribution or the

structure of world export trade, the scenario yields corrobo

rating evidence about generally declining trends in the structure

of gains between transnational corporations and host countries.

After final consumer price is added to the scenario, as the

numeraire in the measurement cf distribution of gains, the

picture that emerges on the distribution of gains between

transnational corporations and developing countries exporting

primary commodities is even more unfavourable than what is

apparent in changes in the structure of global export trade.

34a The last quarter of this century has been a period of events

of mega proportionf notably, mega mergers. The net result of the

merger factor for bargaining position between transnational

corporations and host developing countries is the weak getting

Page 10
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